
Created on Friday 06 July, 2018

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Necessities

Shozaburo Thread Cutter - Yellow
da: Cohana

Modello: KITMIL-COH45-015

The Shozaburo thread cutters globally known for
the care in their making. made one pair at the time
by the most talented japanese artists who do not
compromise on quality. These manufacurers are
direct descendant of Shozaburo himself. Handles of
the Shozaburo thread cutters are covered in Iga
silk threads, this yarn was mostly made to be used
in samurais armours, before the Nara period. These
silk threads, wonderfully dyed, feel soft on the skin
and make this tool unique.
Length: 10,5 cm.

Price: € 68.85 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 06 July, 2018

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Necessities

Shozaburo Thread Cutter - Blue
da: Cohana

Modello: KITMIL-COH45-018

The Shozaburo thread cutters globally known for
the care in their making. made one pair at the time
by the most talented japanese artists who do not
compromise on quality. These manufacurers are
direct descendant of Shozaburo himself. Handles of
the Shozaburo thread cutters are covered in Iga
silk threads, this yarn was mostly made to be used
in samurais armours, before the Nara period. These
silk threads, wonderfully dyed, feel soft on the skin
and make this tool unique.
Length: 10,5 cm.

Price: € 68.85 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 18 August, 2020

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Necessities

Shozaburo Thread Cutter - Pink
da: Cohana

Modello: KITMIL-COH45-016

The Shozaburo thread cutters globally known for
the care in their making. made one pair at the time
by the most talented japanese artists who do not
compromise on quality. These manufacurers are
direct descendant of Shozaburo himself. Handles of
the Shozaburo thread cutters are covered in Iga
silk threads, this yarn was mostly made to be used
in samurais armours, before the Nara period. These
silk threads, wonderfully dyed, feel soft on the skin
and make this tool unique.
Length: 10,5 cm.

Price: € 68.85 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 18 November, 2020

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Necessities

Tape Measure with Shippo Pattern Cover - Winter
Gold
da: Cohana

Modello: KITMIL-COH45-172

This measuring tape is part of the Winter Limited
Edition 2020 Winter Gold collection by Cohana and
is a true work of art.
The casing is made from gorgeous cow leather and
coloured using Yuzen dyeing, a technique that is
also used to dye traditional kimonos, that creates a
unique look and feel compared to any other
regular covers. The cover is hand-sewn over the
tape measure and has a hand-stitch gold Shippo
pattern embroidery decorating it.
The tape measure itself is made by the company
Hara DOKI from the Kanagawa Prefecture, a
company that has produced measuring tools for
over 100 years. The Hara DOKI measuring tapes
ensure a very precise and accurate measuring as
they are made from glass fibres and do not stretch
or contract.
This is a measuring tape that you will truly own
and cherish for life and that will age with you.
Diameter：65mm
Height：15mm
Tape measure length：1.5m

Price: € 61.63 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 18 November, 2020

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Necessities

Shozaburo Thread Cutter - Winter Gold
da: Cohana

Modello: KITMIL-COH45-173

Limited Edition
The Shozaburo thread cutters globally known for
the care in their making. made one pair at the time
by the most talented japanese artists who do not
compromise on quality. These manufacurers are
direct descendant of Shozaburo himself. Handles of
the Shozaburo thread cutters are covered in Iga
silk threads, this yarn was mostly made to be used
in samurais armours, before the Nara period. These
silk threads, wonderfully dyed, feel soft on the skin
and make this tool unique.
Length: 10,5 cm.

Price: € 68.85 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 21 May, 2021

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Necessities

Hasami Magnetic Pin Holder - Yellow
da: Cohana

Modello: KITMIL-COH45-040

This durable, spool-shaped pin holder contains a
strong magnet to store pins, needles, and
paperclips neatly.
Fired at a low temperature by expert craftsmen,
Hasami Magnetic Pin Holders boast a luster and
texture reminiscent of ancient pottery and embody
the wabi-sabi spirit of simple, rustic elegance. Each
pin holder is finished with a colorful glaze to
resemble a real spool of thread.
Cohana has collaborated with the ceramics
company Ishimaru Togei of Hasami to create this
exquisite piece. The town of Hasami in Nagasaki
Prefecture has a 400-year history of producing the
highest-quality ceramics, which are collectively
known as Hasami ware.
The spool's strong magnet holds metal objects
securely both on the inside and the exterior, and
can be used to pick up dropped pins directly from
your workstation. The spool is lined with soft felt to
protect pin and needles from damage by contact
with the ceramic base.
Product Size: Diameter 35mm - Height 46mm

Price: € 23.49 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 21 May, 2021

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Necessities

Odamaki Brass Spool and Iida Mizuhiki Needle
Threader
da: Cohana

Modello: KITMIL-COH45-197

A sophisticated set consisting of a unique brass
spool with silk Sakura colored floss and a needle
threader with a Iida Mizuhiki knot. The brass spool
is a miniature version of the traditional wooden
Odamaki spools, which were used for weaving in
preindustrial Japan. It is the epitome of excellent
craftsmanship and characteristic Japanese
precision. It is cast and polished in Takaoka
Seisakusho Co., Toyama, a city with a 400-year
history of high-quality metalworking.
The flower-shaped Iida Mizuhiki Needle Threader is
handcrafted in IIda City by skilled artisans of the
Mizuhiki technique, the ancient Japanese art form
that uses stiff rice paper cord to create three
dimensional sculptures and models.
Small Brass Spool: Width 3,3cm Depth 3,3cm
Height 3,5cm Thread Length 6m
Iida Mizuhiki Needle Threader : Length 4cm, Width
2,7cm, Thickness 5mm

Price: € 63.92 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 21 May, 2021

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Necessities

Hasami Magnetic Pin Holder - Gray
da: Cohana

Modello: KITMIL-COH45-044

This durable, spool-shaped pin holder contains a
strong magnet to store pins, needles, and
paperclips neatly.
Fired at a low temperature by expert craftsmen,
Hasami Magnetic Pin Holders boast a luster and
texture reminiscent of ancient pottery and embody
the wabi-sabi spirit of simple, rustic elegance. Each
pin holder is finished with a colorful glaze to
resemble a real spool of thread.
Cohana has collaborated with the ceramics
company Ishimaru Togei of Hasami to create this
exquisite piece. The town of Hasami in Nagasaki
Prefecture has a 400-year history of producing the
highest-quality ceramics, which are collectively
known as Hasami ware.
The spool's strong magnet holds metal objects
securely both on the inside and the exterior, and
can be used to pick up dropped pins directly from
your workstation. The spool is lined with soft felt to
protect pin and needles from damage by contact
with the ceramic base.
Product Size: Diameter 35mm - Height 46mm

Price: € 23.49 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 21 May, 2021

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Necessities

Hasami Magnetic Pin Holder - Blue
da: Cohana

Modello: KITMIL-COH45-043

This durable, spool-shaped pin holder contains a
strong magnet to store pins, needles, and
paperclips neatly.
Fired at a low temperature by expert craftsmen,
Hasami Magnetic Pin Holders boast a luster and
texture reminiscent of ancient pottery and embody
the wabi-sabi spirit of simple, rustic elegance. Each
pin holder is finished with a colorful glaze to
resemble a real spool of thread.
Cohana has collaborated with the ceramics
company Ishimaru Togei of Hasami to create this
exquisite piece. The town of Hasami in Nagasaki
Prefecture has a 400-year history of producing the
highest-quality ceramics, which are collectively
known as Hasami ware.
The spool's strong magnet holds metal objects
securely both on the inside and the exterior, and
can be used to pick up dropped pins directly from
your workstation. The spool is lined with soft felt to
protect pin and needles from damage by contact
with the ceramic base.
Product Size: Diameter 35mm - Height 46mm

Price: € 23.49 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 21 May, 2021

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Necessities

Hasami Magnetic Pin Holder - Pink
da: Cohana

Modello: KITMIL-COH45-041

This durable, spool-shaped pin holder contains a
strong magnet to store pins, needles, and
paperclips neatly.
Fired at a low temperature by expert craftsmen,
Hasami Magnetic Pin Holders boast a luster and
texture reminiscent of ancient pottery and embody
the wabi-sabi spirit of simple, rustic elegance. Each
pin holder is finished with a colorful glaze to
resemble a real spool of thread.
Cohana has collaborated with the ceramics
company Ishimaru Togei of Hasami to create this
exquisite piece. The town of Hasami in Nagasaki
Prefecture has a 400-year history of producing the
highest-quality ceramics, which are collectively
known as Hasami ware.
The spool's strong magnet holds metal objects
securely both on the inside and the exterior, and
can be used to pick up dropped pins directly from
your workstation. The spool is lined with soft felt to
protect pin and needles from damage by contact
with the ceramic base.
Product Size: Diameter 35mm - Height 46mm

Price: € 23.49 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 21 May, 2021

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Necessities

Hasami Magnetic Pin Holder - Green
da: Cohana

Modello: KITMIL-COH45-042

This durable, spool-shaped pin holder contains a
strong magnet to store pins, needles, and
paperclips neatly.
Fired at a low temperature by expert craftsmen,
Hasami Magnetic Pin Holders boast a luster and
texture reminiscent of ancient pottery and embody
the wabi-sabi spirit of simple, rustic elegance. Each
pin holder is finished with a colorful glaze to
resemble a real spool of thread.
Cohana has collaborated with the ceramics
company Ishimaru Togei of Hasami to create this
exquisite piece. The town of Hasami in Nagasaki
Prefecture has a 400-year history of producing the
highest-quality ceramics, which are collectively
known as Hasami ware.
The spool's strong magnet holds metal objects
securely both on the inside and the exterior, and
can be used to pick up dropped pins directly from
your workstation. The spool is lined with soft felt to
protect pin and needles from damage by contact
with the ceramic base.
Product Size: Diameter 35mm - Height 46mm

Price: € 23.49 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 19 July, 2021

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Necessities

Kokeshi Doll Pincushion - Pink
da: Cohana

Modello: KITMIL-COH45-184

A charming pincushion disguised as a traditional
kokeshi doll from northern Japan. In snowy
Tsugaru, woodworkers started carve small dolls
called kokeshi as souvenirs for tourists to the
region's famous hot springs.
This beautiful work of craftsmanship comes in the
traditional sleek shape and bobbed hair of the
kokeshi, interpreted in Cohana's signature colors:
yellow, pink, green and blue.
Each doll opens to reveal a hidden pincushion and
comes with three quality needles from Meboso
Hachirobei Shoten.
The doll's base is magnetic to easily pick up fallen
pins and needles.
Kokeshi Doll: Height 9cm, Diameter 3cm Needles:
Length 36.4mm, Thickness 0.71mm

Price: € 54.95 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 19 July, 2021

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Necessities

Kokeshi Doll Pincushion - Yellow
da: Cohana

Modello: KITMIL-COH45-183

A charming pincushion disguised as a traditional
kokeshi doll from northern Japan. In snowy
Tsugaru, woodworkers started carve small dolls
called kokeshi as souvenirs for tourists to the
region's famous hot springs.
This beautiful work of craftsmanship comes in the
traditional sleek shape and bobbed hair of the
kokeshi, interpreted in Cohana's signature colors:
yellow, pink, green and blue.
Each doll opens to reveal a hidden pincushion and
comes with three quality needles from Meboso
Hachirobei Shoten.
The doll's base is magnetic to easily pick up fallen
pins and needles.
Kokeshi Doll: Height 9cm, Diameter 3cm Needles:
Length 36.4mm, Thickness 0.71mm

Price: € 54.95 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 19 July, 2021

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Necessities

Kokeshi Doll Pincushion - Green
da: Cohana

Modello: KITMIL-COH45-185

A charming pincushion disguised as a traditional
kokeshi doll from northern Japan. In snowy
Tsugaru, woodworkers started carve small dolls
called kokeshi as souvenirs for tourists to the
region's famous hot springs.
This beautiful work of craftsmanship comes in the
traditional sleek shape and bobbed hair of the
kokeshi, interpreted in Cohana's signature colors:
yellow, pink, green and blue.
Each doll opens to reveal a hidden pincushion and
comes with three quality needles from Meboso
Hachirobei Shoten.
The doll's base is magnetic to easily pick up fallen
pins and needles.
Kokeshi Doll: Height 9cm, Diameter 3cm Needles:
Length 36.4mm, Thickness 0.71mm

Price: € 54.95 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 19 July, 2021

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Necessities

Kokeshi Doll Pincushion - Blue
da: Cohana

Modello: KITMIL-COH45-186

A charming pincushion disguised as a traditional
kokeshi doll from northern Japan. In snowy
Tsugaru, woodworkers started carve small dolls
called kokeshi as souvenirs for tourists to the
region's famous hot springs.
This beautiful work of craftsmanship comes in the
traditional sleek shape and bobbed hair of the
kokeshi, interpreted in Cohana's signature colors:
yellow, pink, green and blue.
Each doll opens to reveal a hidden pincushion and
comes with three quality needles from Meboso
Hachirobei Shoten.
The doll's base is magnetic to easily pick up fallen
pins and needles.
Kokeshi Doll: Height 9cm, Diameter 3cm Needles:
Length 36.4mm, Thickness 0.71mm

Price: € 54.95 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 10 September, 2021

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Necessities

Brass Ruler Bookmark - Blue
da: Cohana

Modello: KITMIL-COH45-221

The design of this ruler is based on Old Japan’s
bamboo rulers. It is laser engraved with a
graduation scale and marks called "star" which are
used in every 2.5 cm increments. The brass ruler
has gentle curve for easy handling, but the
bookmark is flat to make it easy to use as a
bookmark. A blue string is attached so that it can
be easily found between the pages of a book.
Stylishly packaged in white paper with a blue cord.
A premium bookmark with shining craftsmanship
to enhance your reading experience. Opening a
book can be very exciting!
Length: 10cm
Thickness 0.8mm

Price: € 41.95 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 10 September, 2021

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Necessities

Iida Mizuhiki Needle Threader - Pink
da: Cohana

Modello: KITMIL-COH45-212

Mizuhiki is a decorative paper cord created by
twisting washi paper and then hardening it with a
glue coating.
In Japan Mizuhiki is essential when giving formal
gifts, where a present is wrapped with the
appropriate type of Mizuhiki. The gift-sender can
express their sentiments by their choice of color,
number of cords and tying method depending on
the occasion. Mizuhiki not only indicates that a gift
is unopened, it also has a meaning of prayer in
Japanese culture. Though the knot is made from
paper, it cannot be cut or untied easily, and so it
symbolizes the strength of connection between
people and their hearts.
The Iida Mizuhiki Needle Threader is decorated
with a flower-shaped Mizuhiki called ume-musubi,
or plum-flower knot. It is considered quite lucky
because plum blossoms bloom before the start of
spring, overcoming the winter, and the ume-
musubi knot symbolizes good luck, tight bonds,
and the repelling of evil. The result is a lovely-
looking threader that adds a touch of glamour to
your handicraft tools.
Length: 42mm
Width: 28mm

Price: € 12.30 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 10 September, 2021

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Necessities

Iida Mizuhiki Needle Threader - Blue
da: Cohana

Modello: KITMIL-COH45-214

Mizuhiki is a decorative paper cord created by
twisting washi paper and then hardening it with a
glue coating.
In Japan Mizuhiki is essential when giving formal
gifts, where a present is wrapped with the
appropriate type of Mizuhiki. The gift-sender can
express their sentiments by their choice of color,
number of cords and tying method depending on
the occasion. Mizuhiki not only indicates that a gift
is unopened, it also has a meaning of prayer in
Japanese culture. Though the knot is made from
paper, it cannot be cut or untied easily, and so it
symbolizes the strength of connection between
people and their hearts.
The Iida Mizuhiki Needle Threader is decorated
with a flower-shaped Mizuhiki called ume-musubi,
or plum-flower knot. It is considered quite lucky
because plum blossoms bloom before the start of
spring, overcoming the winter, and the ume-
musubi knot symbolizes good luck, tight bonds,
and the repelling of evil. The result is a lovely-
looking threader that adds a touch of glamour to
your handicraft tools.
Length: 42mm
Width: 28mm

Price: € 12.30 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 10 September, 2021

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Necessities

Iida Mizuhiki Needle Threader - Green
da: Cohana

Modello: KITMIL-COH45-213

Mizuhiki is a decorative paper cord created by
twisting washi paper and then hardening it with a
glue coating.
In Japan Mizuhiki is essential when giving formal
gifts, where a present is wrapped with the
appropriate type of Mizuhiki. The gift-sender can
express their sentiments by their choice of color,
number of cords and tying method depending on
the occasion. Mizuhiki not only indicates that a gift
is unopened, it also has a meaning of prayer in
Japanese culture. Though the knot is made from
paper, it cannot be cut or untied easily, and so it
symbolizes the strength of connection between
people and their hearts.
The Iida Mizuhiki Needle Threader is decorated
with a flower-shaped Mizuhiki called ume-musubi,
or plum-flower knot. It is considered quite lucky
because plum blossoms bloom before the start of
spring, overcoming the winter, and the ume-
musubi knot symbolizes good luck, tight bonds,
and the repelling of evil. The result is a lovely-
looking threader that adds a touch of glamour to
your handicraft tools.
Length: 42mm
Width: 28mm

Price: € 12.30 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 10 September, 2021

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Necessities

Iida Mizuhiki Needle Threader - Yellow
da: Cohana

Modello: KITMIL-COH45-211

Mizuhiki is a decorative paper cord created by
twisting washi paper and then hardening it with a
glue coating.
In Japan Mizuhiki is essential when giving formal
gifts, where a present is wrapped with the
appropriate type of Mizuhiki. The gift-sender can
express their sentiments by their choice of color,
number of cords and tying method depending on
the occasion. Mizuhiki not only indicates that a gift
is unopened, it also has a meaning of prayer in
Japanese culture. Though the knot is made from
paper, it cannot be cut or untied easily, and so it
symbolizes the strength of connection between
people and their hearts.
The Iida Mizuhiki Needle Threader is decorated
with a flower-shaped Mizuhiki called ume-musubi,
or plum-flower knot. It is considered quite lucky
because plum blossoms bloom before the start of
spring, overcoming the winter, and the ume-
musubi knot symbolizes good luck, tight bonds,
and the repelling of evil. The result is a lovely-
looking threader that adds a touch of glamour to
your handicraft tools.
Length: 42mm
Width: 28mm

Price: € 12.30 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 08 December, 2021

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Needles Pins and Magnets

Kokeshi Doll Pincushion Set - Blue
da: Cohana

Modello: KITMIL-COH45-238

A charming set featuring a pincushion disguised as
a traditional kokeshi doll from northern Japan, the
Iida Mizuhiki Needle Threader, made of decorative
paper cord created with twisted washi paper and
hardened with a glue coating and a a flower-
shaped wooden thread spool. Each doll opens to
reveal a hidden pincushion and comes with three
quality needles from Meboso Hachirobei Shoten.
The doll's base is magnetic to easily pick up fallen
pins and needles. 
Cohana has, once again, crafted a perfect gift set
that will bring a smile to everyone's face
Kokeshi Doll: Height 9cm, Diameter 3cm. 
Needles: Length 36.4mm, Thickness 0.71mm

Price: € 75.23 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 08 December, 2021

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Little Must Haves

Cohana Premium gift set - Blue
da: Cohana

Modello: KITMIL-COH45-181

It is no secret that sometimes finding the perfect
gift for someone can be overwhelming. But this
year, Cohana comes to your rescue with this
stunning select gift set of premium Cohana tools
that contains everything a crafter's heart could
ever want! Featuring an exquisite array of high-
quality crafting accessories, it is the perfect
present for those looking to own a piece of luxury
that will last a lifetime. Created with exceptional
craftsmanship, this collection features the brand's
ever popular 9 items assorted in a box!
• This gorgeous set includes:
• A waxed canvas tool tote bag with leather tag
and decorative tassel.
• A canvas knickknack bag made from cotton.
• A paperweight of Nambu ironware that also
functions as a pen holder.
• A magnetic spool of Hasami Ware to securely
hold your pins and needles.
• Marking Pins with Glass Beads.
• A wonderful tape measure made from Yuzen
leather.
• A Pin cushion made from Cypress wood and
Banshu Textile.
• A Meboso Needle Set (Light to Medium Weight).
• One pair of high-quality, handcrafted Shozaburo
Thread Snips wrapped in silk Iga Braid and
supplied with a protective leather case.

Price: € 352.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 08 December, 2021

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Needles Pins and Magnets

Kokeshi Doll Pincushion Set - Green
da: Cohana

Modello: KITMIL-COH45-237

A charming set featuring a pincushion disguised as
a traditional kokeshi doll from northern Japan, the
Iida Mizuhiki Needle Threader, made of decorative
paper cord created with twisted washi paper and
hardened with a glue coating and a a flower-
shaped wooden thread spool. Each doll opens to
reveal a hidden pincushion and comes with three
quality needles from Meboso Hachirobei Shoten.
The doll's base is magnetic to easily pick up fallen
pins and needles. 
Cohana has, once again, crafted a perfect gift set
that will bring a smile to everyone's face
Kokeshi Doll: Height 9cm, Diameter 3cm. 
Needles: Length 36.4mm, Thickness 0.71mm

Price: € 75.23 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 08 December, 2021

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Needles Pins and Magnets

Kokeshi Doll Pincushion Set - Pink
da: Cohana

Modello: KITMIL-COH45-236

A charming set featuring a pincushion disguised as
a traditional kokeshi doll from northern Japan, the
Iida Mizuhiki Needle Threader, made of decorative
paper cord created with twisted washi paper and
hardened with a glue coating and a a flower-
shaped wooden thread spool. Each doll opens to
reveal a hidden pincushion and comes with three
quality needles from Meboso Hachirobei Shoten.
The doll's base is magnetic to easily pick up fallen
pins and needles. 
Cohana has, once again, crafted a perfect gift set
that will bring a smile to everyone's face
Kokeshi Doll: Height 9cm, Diameter 3cm. 
Needles: Length 36.4mm, Thickness 0.71mm

Price: € 75.23 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 08 December, 2021

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Needles Pins and Magnets

Kokeshi Doll Pincushion Set - Yellow
da: Cohana

Modello: KITMIL-COH45-235

A charming set featuring a pincushion disguised as
a traditional kokeshi doll from northern Japan, the
Iida Mizuhiki Needle Threader, made of decorative
paper cord created with twisted washi paper and
hardened with a glue coating and a a flower-
shaped wooden thread spool. Each doll opens to
reveal a hidden pincushion and comes with three
quality needles from Meboso Hachirobei Shoten.
The doll's base is magnetic to easily pick up fallen
pins and needles. 
Cohana has, once again, crafted a perfect gift set
that will bring a smile to everyone's face
Kokeshi Doll: Height 9cm, Diameter 3cm. 
Needles: Length 36.4mm, Thickness 0.71mm

Price: € 75.23 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 08 December, 2021

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Little Must Haves

Cohana Premium gift set - Yellow
da: Cohana

Modello: KITMIL-COH45-178

It is no secret that sometimes finding the perfect
gift for someone can be overwhelming. But this
year, Cohana comes to your rescue with this
stunning select gift set of premium Cohana tools
that contains everything a crafter's heart could
ever want! Featuring an exquisite array of high-
quality crafting accessories, it is the perfect
present for those looking to own a piece of luxury
that will last a lifetime. Created with exceptional
craftsmanship, this collection features the brand's
ever popular 9 items assorted in a box!
• This gorgeous set includes:
• A waxed canvas tool tote bag with leather tag
and decorative tassel.
• A canvas knickknack bag made from cotton.
• A paperweight of Nambu ironware that also
functions as a pen holder.
• A magnetic spool of Hasami Ware to securely
hold your pins and needles.
• Marking Pins with Glass Beads.
• A wonderful tape measure made from Yuzen
leather.
• A Pin cushion made from Cypress wood and
Banshu Textile.
• A Meboso Needle Set (Light to Medium Weight).
• One pair of high-quality, handcrafted Shozaburo
Thread Snips wrapped in silk Iga Braid and
supplied with a protective leather case.

Price: € 352.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 08 December, 2021

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Little Must Haves

Cohana Premium gift set - Pink
da: Cohana

Modello: KITMIL-COH45-179

It is no secret that sometimes finding the perfect
gift for someone can be overwhelming. But this
year, Cohana comes to your rescue with this
stunning select gift set of premium Cohana tools
that contains everything a crafter's heart could
ever want! Featuring an exquisite array of high-
quality crafting accessories, it is the perfect
present for those looking to own a piece of luxury
that will last a lifetime. Created with exceptional
craftsmanship, this collection features the brand's
ever popular 9 items assorted in a box!
• This gorgeous set includes:
• A waxed canvas tool tote bag with leather tag
and decorative tassel.
• A canvas knickknack bag made from cotton.
• A paperweight of Nambu ironware that also
functions as a pen holder.
• A magnetic spool of Hasami Ware to securely
hold your pins and needles.
• Marking Pins with Glass Beads.
• A wonderful tape measure made from Yuzen
leather.
• A Pin cushion made from Cypress wood and
Banshu Textile.
• A Meboso Needle Set (Light to Medium Weight).
• One pair of high-quality, handcrafted Shozaburo
Thread Snips wrapped in silk Iga Braid and
supplied with a protective leather case.

Price: € 352.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 08 December, 2021

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Little Must Haves

Cohana Premium gift set - Green
da: Cohana

Modello: KITMIL-COH45-180

It is no secret that sometimes finding the perfect
gift for someone can be overwhelming. But this
year, Cohana comes to your rescue with this
stunning select gift set of premium Cohana tools
that contains everything a crafter's heart could
ever want! Featuring an exquisite array of high-
quality crafting accessories, it is the perfect
present for those looking to own a piece of luxury
that will last a lifetime. Created with exceptional
craftsmanship, this collection features the brand's
ever popular 9 items assorted in a box!
• This gorgeous set includes:
• A waxed canvas tool tote bag with leather tag
and decorative tassel.
• A canvas knickknack bag made from cotton.
• A paperweight of Nambu ironware that also
functions as a pen holder.
• A magnetic spool of Hasami Ware to securely
hold your pins and needles.
• Marking Pins with Glass Beads.
• A wonderful tape measure made from Yuzen
leather.
• A Pin cushion made from Cypress wood and
Banshu Textile.
• A Meboso Needle Set (Light to Medium Weight).
• One pair of high-quality, handcrafted Shozaburo
Thread Snips wrapped in silk Iga Braid and
supplied with a protective leather case.

Price: € 352.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 09 December, 2021

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Little Must Haves

Cohana Premium Set - Sakura
da: Cohana

Modello: KITMIL-COH45-203

Looking for a way to celebrate the stunning beauty
of the cherry blossom season, Cohana has
designed a collection that features several
handicraft items in stunning shades of pink.
Featuring an exquisite array of high-quality crafting
accessories, this set is the perfect gift for those
looking to own a piece of luxury that will last a
lifetime. Created with exceptional craftsmanship,
this collection features some of the brand's Sakura
Collection items assorted in a box!
This gorgeous set includes:
• A waxed canvas tool tote bag with leather tag
and decorative Temari balls.
• A waxed canvas accessory pouch decorated with
a leather tag and a brass snap button.
• One pair of spring-loaded Seki mini scissors
decorated with a pink tassel complete with a pink
leather case.
• A Pin cushion made from Cypress wood and pink
silk
• Three Ohajiki Sewing Pins.
• A Meboso Needle Set (Light to Medium Weight)
• One Iida Mizuhiki Needle Threader
• A wooden thread winder with white polyester
thread

Price: € 333.63 (incl. VAT)
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